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Since its inception, the idea behind noexit has been to serve as an outlet for the commission
and performance of contemporary avant-garde concert music. Now in our 11th season and with
over 140 commissions to date, NoExit is going strong in our efforts to promote the music of living
composers and to be an impetus for the creation of new works. We have strived to create exciting,
meaningful and thought-provoking programs; always with the philosophy of bringing the concert
hall to the community (not the other way around) and by presenting our programs in a manner
which allows for our audience to really connect with the experience......... free and open to the
public in every sense.
For our 2019-2020 season, NoExit will be welcoming a very special guest, cimbalom virtuoso
Chester Englander, who will be performing with NoExit over the next two seasons as part of an
ambitious project to commission and record 2 CD’s of all new work. As always, there will be more
world premiere music than you can count on one hand (we have 10 new pieces planned for this
season). We are particularly happy to be presenting the music of 5 very impressive and talented
student composers from Northeast Ohio, representing various colleges from the area. As in past
seasons, the ensemble will be participating in the NEOSonicFest, collaborating with Zeitgeist (our
favorite co-consprirators) and so much more.
NoExit is grateful to have such an enthusiastic and engaged audience. We have so many
extraordinary things in store for you, so keep listening!
Thank you for your support.
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A few words about the cimbalom and tonight’s program…….
The creation of sound is a simple principal. Anything vibrating at a specific frequency will create
a pitch. This phenomena informed the design of every instrument in existence, even as far back
as 3800 BC. Around that time, some scholars believe, marks the first appearance of a “struck
chordophone” or, as it appears on this program, a cimbalom. Despite having its origins in the
ancient world, the instrument on stage went through a modern reimagining by Joseph Schunda
in 1874. Schunda’s invention, the concert cimbalom, made this folk instrument a viable force in
concert music thanks to the inclusion of a full twelve-note ‘chromatic’ scale. Composers like Franz
Liszt and Béla Bartók embraced the instrument, but it was Zoltán Kodály’s orchestral suite Háry
János which cemented the instrument into western art culture. Much like a spectator yelling at
someone with a guitar to “Play Freebird!”, musicians at a rehearsal are bound to yell “Play Háry
János!” if a cimbalomist is present.
Thanks to strong roots in both the folk traditions of Eastern Europe and an evolution into a proper
concert instrument, the cimbalom continues to be an ever growing presence in contemporary
music as composers of all types embrace its unique qualities. Serialists like Pierre Boulez all the
way to minimalists like John Adams have found inspiration in the instrument, and this embrace
even extends into popular culture with too many instances to list (but do look it up on your own, as
I promise you have seen a film or television series featuring cimbalom).
This concert serves as an introduction for what we have in store over the next two seasons.
noexit is partnering with renowned percussionist and cimbalom virtuoso Chester Englander to
assemble a collection of new and unique pieces which embody the greatest elements of both
the ensemble and this instrument. We can not wait to share some of the freshest voices in music
composing pieces for one of the oldest instruments in existence over the next two years.
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Program

Passing Lane (2015) “World Premiere”
Nicholas Underhill (b.1953)

ngoma (2019) “World Premiere”
Adonai Henderson (b.1993)

Air (1984)
Philip Blackburn (b.1962)
I. Air
II. Canary
III. New Ground

Intermission

Species Plantarum, Liber II (2019) “World Premiere”
Sean Parks (b.1993)
I. Zamioculcas zamiifolia
II. Pilea peperomioides
III. Ficus lyrata
IV. Medinilla scortechinii
V. Cycas revoluta
Saint Elizabeth Bells (2012)
Kati Agócs (b.1975)
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Corey
Rubin
(b.1983)Underhill
Passing
Lane
- Nicholas
This is a cinematic Road Rage Toccata. It’s an interactive piece, not always friendly as if between
two aggressive drivers. We’re in a Big Hurry to get Nowhere in Particular. There are winners and
losers in this game, and we both want to be winners. We’re weaving in and out of lanes abruptly to
maximize speed and dominance, no signalling allowed.
There are are bumps and scratches and near misses all along the way, with the two instruments
attacking each others’ strings now and then.
After a while, both drivers stop to rest, in separate places. Why not a Bud Light and a Heart Attack
Mac?
Then back on the road, at it all over again.

See personnel for bio.

Rubin
(b.1983)
ngomaCorey
- Adonai
Henderson
Ngoma is swahili for drum and dance and a myriad of other terms
that pertain to music. This piece encompasses lots of rhythms from
African cultures and cultures affected by the Diaspora. Although
it is a solo piece, it is composed to give the illusion that a small
percussion ensemble is playing.
Adonai Henderson is a Cleveland-native, composer and trumpet
player. He studied trumpet performance with a focus on jazz
studies at Bowling Green State University, and is pursuing his Master of Music in Composition
at Cleveland State University. He directs and composes for the Brass Ensemble at Messiah
Lutheran Church, and directs youth brass programs at various schools in the Cleveland area.
Adonai enjoys spending most of his spare time showing his eleven-month-old daughter the joys
of music.
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CoreyBlackburn
Rubin (b.1983)
Air - Philip
“Air can e’er renew ground,” as the poet might have said. The fact
is, none ever did. It was just a list of amusing titles of harpsichord
pieces by Henry Purcell that caught my attention during a school
holiday in England when I was starting to write this work, my first paid
commission. I had seen Peter Greenaway’s film, The Draughtsman’s
Contract (1982), with music by Michael Nyman. He had taken several
Purcell ground bass patterns, and slyly arranged them in Minimalist
fashion as commentary on the (bizarre) plot. I decided to outdo him
and take a similar ground bass – a simple descending tetrachord –
but wrestle as much counterpoint out of it as I possibly could. The attentive listener may count up
to 87 canons embedded in the solo clarinet line alone, stretched and displaced. The solo piano
second movement does something similar but in reverse. And finally the instruments find common
ground together. The musical gestures may well relate to my speech patterns as well as the fact
that, during the composition process, I had to rotate my body very slowly in front of the fireplace to
keep warm in my mother’s chilly house that winter. One reviewer at the premiere heard plenty of
new ground but not many canaries. That is fair enough.
Philip Blackburn was born in Cambridge, England, and studied music there as a Choral Scholar
at Clare College. He earned his Ph.D. in Composition from the University of Iowa where he studied
with Kenneth Gaburo and began work on publishing the Harry Partch archives. Blackburn’s book,
Enclosure Three: Harry Partch, won an ASCAP Deems Taylor Award. He has worked at the
American Composers Forum since 1991, running the Innova Recordings label and developing regranting programs and opportunities for composers.
He is also a composer/environmental sound artist and has served as teaching artist for school
residencies connected with the Flint Hills International Children’s Festival, creating multimedia
performances using home-made instruments.
Blackburn has published articles on topics such as Vietnamese, Garifuna, and Cuban music, the
social dynamics of ensemble performance, and the use of sound in public art. He received a 2003
Bush Artist Fellowship and built an art-house in Belize.

See Interview on page 10
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Corey
Rubin (b.1983)
Species
Plantarum,
Liber II - Sean Parks
Species Plantarum is a collection of short pieces, based on plants. The series takes its name from
Carl Linnaeus’ 1753 book, which outlined modern botanical Latin and allowed the modernization
of botany, and eventually, biology. The name of each movement is the currently accepted binomial
Latin name of a plant. I chose plants from my own collection of tropical and subtropical plants.
Zamioculcas zamiifolia (Araceae/ aroid family) is a medium- sized herbaceous plant growing from
underground corms.It is native to the Usambara Mountains in Tanzania. The leaves are dark green,
glossy, and resemble truncated palm fronds. The plant is highly resilient and has the ability to
regenerate itself from a single leaflet.
Pilea peperomioides (Urticaceae/ nettle family) is a small, woody shrub native to the subtropical
highlands in the Yunnan province of China. The trunk of the plant is covered with thick, gnarled
bark. It spreads quickly through short stolons, forming a mat. The leaves are nearly circular, and
exude a clear, sticky sap when cut or injured. The sap has a distinctive, pine- tree like scent.
In its native habitat in tropical regions of Africa, Ficus lyrata (Moraceae/ mulberry or fig family)
begins life as a benign epiphyte high up in the canopy of a tree. As it outgrows its space, it sends
roots down to reach the ground, where the plant takes root. As these roots grow, they strangle and
kill the host tree. The mature plant has large, glossy leaves with prominent veins, and can reach
heights of 50 feet or more. The leaves are shaped like the body of a guitar.
Medinilla scortechinii (Melastomataceae/ melastome family) is a small, hemiepiphytic shrub native
to the Philippines. The plant grows slowly, with smooth, light green leaves arranged opposite on
the stem. The leaves are quite distinctive. The leaf veins run parallel to each other, typical of plants
in the family, but atypical for all other eudicots. As it matures, it blooms with bright orange flowers.
Cycas revoluta (Cycadaceae/ Cycas family) is a cycad, a group of conifers that resemble palm
trees. This group of plants used to be much more widespread, with fossils dating back over 300
million years. Nowadays, they are restricted to the tropics and subtropics, with C. revoluta being
found in southern Japan and Taiwan. Like all Cycas species, C. revoluta is considered endangered
in the wild. The slow growing plant has a thick, woody trunk armed with spines. The plant grows
in flushes, typically in the spring and summer. Over time, it forms a small clump. They can live for
more than a thousand years.
Sean Parks has been interested in composition since high school, when he first discovered the
music of Stravinsky and Schoenberg. Since middle school, he has been involved in music, first
playing the alto saxophone, then switching to bassoon in high school. He originally attended
Oakland University in Rochester, Michigan, where his love of new music began to flourish, thanks
to bassist Miles Brown of Alarm Will Sound. He began studying composition more seriously in 2013,
and transferred to Cleveland State University in 2015 to pursue a degree in Music Composition.
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He graduated with his BM in Music Composition in 2018, and is currently pursuing a Master’s
degree in Music Composition at Cleveland State. He currently studies composition with Drs. Andrew
Rindfleisch and Gregory D’Alessio. He resides in Bay Village with his mother and father. When not
composing or playing bassoon, he enjoys gardening and spending time with his two dogs.

Corey Rubin
(b.1983)
Saint Elizabeth
Bells
- Kati Agócs
Saint Elizabeth Bells takes its inspiration from bell sounds of the
Saint Elizabeth Cathedral in central Budapest. The cathedral is
named after Saint Elizabeth of Hungary, a Catholic saint who served
the sick. The piece was written in memory of my father, Sándor Agócs
(1932-2011). He spent his final days over Easter in Saint Elizabeth
Hospital, which stands next to the cathedral. His room faced the
cathedral, and through the open windows he would have heard, in
semi-consciousness, the tolling bells drifting and resonating. Every
phrase of the work’s nine-minute trajectory comes out of the natural
intervals of the bell sounds as I mis-remember (and imagine) them, with the purest version—and
the part that I composed first—heard near the end. The piece is not mournful, but has a light,
evanescent, delicate quality. Inhabiting a meditative space populated with memories just out of
reach, the work is a dialogue of colours in which time is suspended. Saint Elizabeth Bells was
commissioned by the New York-based cellist André Emelianoff, who encouraged me to explore my
Hungarian roots by writing a piece that included the cimbalom, the concert hammered dulcimer, in
its scoring. Those roots originate with my father, who came from a family of watermelon farmers—
the first of his family to be educated—and who fled the county as a political refugee after the
1956 uprising. The work was premiered by Paul Katz and Nicholas Tolle on the New England
Conservatory’s First Monday series in 2013, and is about ten minutes in duration.
The music of Kati Agócs has been honoured and performed worldwide, delivering visceral power
and otherworldly lyricism with soulful directness. From folk music of an imaginary culture to volatile
spectralism, polytextual vocal ensembles to large symphonic forces, her work embraces the 21stcentury orchestra in all of its protean possibilities. The Boston Globe has praised its elegance,
citing “music of fluidity and austere beauty” with “a visceral intensity of expression.” The New
York Times has characterized her chamber music as “striking” and her vocal music as possessing
“an almost nineteenth-century naturalness.” A recent Guggenheim Fellow, Kati Agócs has also
been awarded the prestigious Arts and Letters Award, the lifetime achievement award in music
composition from The American Academy of Arts and Letters.
Recent works include her second string quartet Imprimatur, the piano trio Queen of Hearts, and
the Concerto for Violin and Percussion Orchestra. The Debrecen Passion, her orchestral/vocal
album with Boston Modern Orchestra Project, was one of The Boston Globe’s Top Ten Classical
Recordings of 2016. The title track was nominated for Classical Composition of the Year in the
2017 Juno Awards, the Canadian equivalent of the Grammy Awards. Gramophone Magazine
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praised the “penetrating individuality” of the music, calling it an “iridescent wonder.” Kati Agócs is
a citizen of the United States, Canada, and Hungary (European Union). She earned doctoral and
Masters degrees from the Juilliard School, studying with Milton Babbitt, and currently serves on
the composition faculty of the New England Conservatory. Her music is published by Kati Agócs
Music and distributed by Theodore Front Musical Literature.

-Kati Agócs (2019)
See Interview on page 13

Corey Rubin
(b.1983)
Special
Guest

Acclaimed for his “unnerving dexterity” (San Francisco Chronicle), his “boldly played” (Los Angeles
Times), “vivid” (The New York Times), and “expert” (St. Louis Post-Dispatch) performances as the
solo cimbalom of John Adams’ Scheherazade.2, and praised by the NYT for the “brilliant clarity”
of his performance of the featured cimbalom part within Mr. Adams’ The Gospel According to the
Other Mary, Chester Englander has a thriving career as a percussionist and cimbalom artist with
orchestras throughout the country.
Chester has performed on percussion and/or cimbalom with the Atlanta Symphony, the Boston
Symphony, the Buffalo Philharmonic, the Chicago Symphony, the Cincinnati Symphony,
The Cleveland Orchestra, the Iceland Symphony, the Israel Philharmonic, the Los Angeles
Philharmonic, the National Symphony, the New World Symphony, the New York Philharmonic,
the Oregon Symphony, the Pittsburgh Symphony, the Rochester Philharmonic, the Saint Louis
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Symphony, the San Diego Symphony, the San Francisco Symphony, the Seattle Symphony, and
the Toronto Symphony. He has taken part in multiple world and U.S. premiere performances of
orchestral and chamber works by several composers including John Adams, Thomas Adés, Louis
Andriessen, Unsuk Chin, Peter Eötvös, Esa-Pekka Salonen, Dmitri Shostakovich, and Bernd Alois
Zimmermann. Additionally, he directly collaborated with John Adams on the composition of the
featured cimbalom parts for The Gospel According to the Other Mary and Scheherazade.2.
Chester performed as a soloist with the L.A. Philharmonic New Music Group on two occasions,
in 2008 as Glockenspiel soloist on Des Canyons aux Etoiles by Olivier Messiaen with Esa-Pekka
Salonen conducting, and in 2010 as Percussion soloist on Pierced by David Lang with Jeffrey
Milarsky conducting. He also performed as Solo Cimbalom for the U.S. Premiere of da capo by
Peter Eötvös with the composer conducting the New World Symphony in April 2015. Chester can
be seen performing on the DVD recording of the 2009 World Premiere of City Noir by John Adams
with the Los Angeles Philharmonic, and he can also be heard playing percussion on the scores of
the video games Resident Evil, Assassin’s Creed: Brotherhood, and the movie Earth. Chester also
performed on The Tonight Show with Conan O’Brien with the band Vampire Weekend in 2009. He
also played percussion on the recording of Reach For the Stars by will.i.am that was broadcast on
Mars from the NASA Curiosity Rover.
Chester can be heard on the Cantaloupe, Capcom, Deutsche Grammophon, DisneyNature,
Interscope, Naxos, Nonesuch, Seattle Symphony Media, and Ubisoft labels. Chester is also
Director of Percussion Studies at Cleveland State University. He is a proud Artist Endorser of Pearl
Drums/Adams Percussion and Freer Percussion Products. Chester and his wife, violinist Rachel
Englander, are proud parents to their adorable daughters Charlotte and Alice.
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An Interview with Philip Blackburn
…holding an acoustic mirror up to nature…
Phillip Blackburn s a Cambridge, UK-born composer and environmental sound artist. His works
have been heard in ships’ harbors, state fairs, forests, and wafting out of storm sewers, as well as
in galleries and on concert stages. A renaissance man for the modern age, he is also a filmmaker,
writer, teacher, designer and record producer. Since 1991, Philip has been director of the innova
Recordings label, a premium label for American new music. Air: Air, Canary, New Ground, his
1985 composition for piano and clarinet written at the age of 22, will be featured in NOEXIT’s
September concert series.
Below, Philip discusses with noexit how his experimental music soundscape compositions are a
synthesis of his life and work:
Q. Philip, to start, would you give us a brief overview of the evolution of your relationship
with composition?
I wrote my first composition for trombone (an instrument for which I had no talent) at 16 because
I had to. It occurred to me that if I played my own piece, no one could complain about it. I came
from a creative family where my father is a novelist and my brother a jazz musician, so it seemed
quite natural for me to make something that didn’t exist before and explore as my muse directed.
I went to Clare College in Cambridge as a Choral Scholar and continued my low-key creative
endeavors. Having been exposed to the amazing musical universe of Harry Partch and his
homemade instruments and theories, I knew there was a world beyond the conventions that were
being inculcated in me. Like him, I went outside. Outside the mainstream and literally outdoors to
nature; the field that would come to be called Biomusic. Like Pauline Oliveros, I consider listening
to be a creative social act so a composer is, in this sense, setting up occasions for listening just
as much as putting forth sonic structures. Once the emphasis shifts to the experience of music
rather than its internal relationships on a page, it can open doors.
My works are often site specific so the process starts with a deep dive into the stories, materials,
and memories of a place. These have included a TB sanatorium, a shipping port, a network of
storm drains, or the proportions of a new building. Each comes with its own set of conditions that
I can have fun remixing. Having worked in such uniquely loaded settings, the notion of a piece
intended for a standard indoor concert stage is oddly daunting.
Q. Could you describe what you reach for in your compositions, i.e., your intention that
informs your process?
I take the task of listening – and paying attention to my responses – seriously. I am fortunate that
my everyday and professional life is structured in a way to prioritize experiencing the environment
in musical terms. Working at the American Composers Forum I’ve been involved with more than
650 albums of other peoples’ works, helping to bring each to its fullest realization.
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Publishing can be just as creative an act as the sounds that went into the pieces. The cover art,
the descriptions, how they are put into the public domain – all affect the way they are received
and experienced.
As a public artist that specializes in sound, my work must first fully engage me … but it should
also have some chance of making a difference in the lives of complete strangers. I’ve had
experiences viewing art, reading a book, or listening to music that totally changed my life. I want
that result. At least for a while. After listening to my work, and exiting the concert hall, are you
more aware of the birds in the trees, the feel of the wind, an acoustic reflection from a wall, the
oncoming traffic? Did it change your thinking? Provide new problems to consider? This is a tall
order. In the glut of music and noise that is out there these days, that most people have learned
to tune out, it is easy for a musical effort to have no impact at all.
It struck me, walking through a rainforest, that the creatures that live there are able to survive
because of their acoustic niche in the ecosystem. If your voice as a bird, a frog, or mammal
is not heard, your species dies out. A living sonic ecosystem is orchestration perfected over
evolutionary timescales. That’s hard to beat in a textbook about instruments.
Q. How does creating new music soundscapes that intrigue and inform your listeners
affect you internally?
I am always learning from my work—about self, about what not to do. Composing for me is
about the process of discovery and unearthing possibilities, the same way we make sense of our
complex world at every moment; not merely starting with a fully-formed idea and spewing it out.
As such, composing is what we all do as a daily practice; it’s all part of the art of noticing.
Education typically shows us models of what has gone before, why they are good, and how you
depart from them at your peril. I believe the opposite. Education is about freeing you from those
models and throwing you back to your own inner resources. For that you need a technique that
subverts your own preferences, throws in some randomness, makes you go beyond your usual
habits, and allows you see your materials afresh. Composition, perhaps, as meditation.
From my perspective, existing musics are best treated as examples of what not to do. They
are personally challenging in that way. Why repeat something that has already been done by
someone else? Especially when you want your original work to be unique and make a difference.
Although it can be disorienting to start in this way, I find the more I let go, the more a work is
true, is of me. And I often say at the end of this process, when I am the first person to know the
outcome, “Wow. Really? That was inside of me, waiting to come out?”
This is how you find your own voice—the more you release, go beyond your typical habits and
tastes, the more you are left with nothing but your voice. There is a deep congruence about my
works but on the surface, every piece is unlike any other. People often confuse convention with
discipline. Most of my works are quite unconventional but highly disciplined. I love to hear from
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people who say they never heard anything like it before but were totally transported.
Q. You recently received a commission from noexit What can you tell us about that work in
progress?
I’ve done so many site-specific community-based pieces that I began by contemplating my
personal connection with Ohio. And I found that one of my relatives, Charles Cheney, moved to
Mt. Pleasant (now Mt. Healthy) near Cincinnati in the 1830s with a mission to plant 3000 mulberry
trees that would feed silkworms for the family silk manufacturing business in Connecticut. This
was a misguided endeavor as the climate wasn’t suitable and all the trees soon died. But while
there he was a prominent Abolitionist and secret conductor on the underground railroad (aided
by the fact that he was also president of the overground railroad company and could thus ensure
safe passage up the line for the escaping slaves). So I wondered about the sound of the saplings
and even recorded the actual sound inside a mulberry tree trunk in my back yard.
What were the sound signs of the underground railway? Night time clues: Owls, crickets, rubbing
stones, coded knocks… tapping on the window of a safe house in the dark of night. I read that
Harriet Tubman would go around singing the spiritual “Promised Land” and change the tempo
according to whether it was safe to move or not. Well, I can do that too, right down to the granular
waveform level as a harmonic drone…
My research then led me to the Old Testament (and the current title for the piece): “The sound
of a going in the tops of the mulberry trees.” That is what God reportedly told David to wait for in
order to vanquish the Philistines. Waiting for a change in wind conditions is normal procedure in
military affairs so didn’t really require divine guidance. And the translation is wrong anyway since
they confused the word for mulberry with that for quaking aspen, native to that area. But it’s still a
nice title.
So, this would be a timely piece, about migrants, escape from captivity, and the ever-relevant
journey to freedom. It will have local interest, it is personal, and adaptable to a wider story. I
wonder how it will turn out.
And I have to say that I am very excited about composing an ensemble piece for and returning
to the concert hall after many years in the wilderness. I’m quite interested to see how my life’s
journey will be reflected in this new work and what kind of journeys it might take other people on.
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An Interview with Kati Agócs
As a contemporary composer, Kati Agócs is renowned for her highly individualized works that are
evanescent, lyrical and viscerally direct. noexit is delighted to be performing one of Kati’s most
exquisite pieces, Saint Elizabeth Bells, in its September concert series, featuring special guest
artist Chester Englander on cimbalom.
Below Kati provides the backstory for her composition in a conversation with noexit:
Q. Kati, reviewers have often described your works as challenging without being elusive,
and in emotional and transmundane terms. Have these qualities always defined your
compositions? Who and what were your early influences?
Very early on as a composer I was influenced by the Second Viennese School—Arnold
Schoenberg’s “Book of the Hanging Gardens,” in particular—and Webern, Berg and Milton
Babbit, who was my composition teacher. I began my creative education as a visual artist and a
performing vocalist. While at Juilliard, I was a professional soprano at various churches in New
York City. Certainly, my performance background informs my work; my first compositions were
vocal pieces, and sacred music has always been a major focus. My visual arts background brings
an interest in proportion and in the balance and progression of timbral densities. Literary sources
often come into play for me as well.
I begin every piece with a strong, distinct sound world. Every medium is very different - - be it
orchestral, chamber, or vocal. It’s very different with every piece. I always feel like I’m starting
from scratch.
Q. Once your inspiration comes for a new work, how do you start composing?
I write at the piano. Playing things through in real time helps me understand the flow and the
formal trajectory of a new piece. I’ll improvise an entire form. I often write for specific players or
collaborate directly with players. When I began to work on Saint Elizabeth Bells for cimbalom and
cello, I wrote the ending first—the sound of the tolling church bells as my father would have heard
them in an adjacent hospital during his final hours, in a semi-conscious state. Then I went to a
cimbalom-player friend to experience what I’d written and refine it on the instrument. The sound
of the cimbalom is rich in timbre but also very pure—it was originally a folk instrument—and that
special, fragile quality influenced the sound of the piece overall. The cello is an equal partner in
the piece. I knew I wanted the cello line to be lyrical—something very human, something one
could sing.
Q. A commission provided the circumstances for you to create such a beautiful piece of
music, didn’t it? How did it unfold?
Saint Elizabeth Bells was commissioned by the New York-based cellist André Emelianoff. He
encouraged me to explore my Hungarian roots by writing a piece that included the cimbalom, the
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concert hammered dulcimer, in its scoring. Those roots originate with my father, Sandór Agócs,
worked for the Hungarian Radio in Budapest in the early 1950s and fled Hungary as a political
refuge after the 1956 uprising, eventually returning home in the 1990’s. He died in 2011. I wrote
the score in 2012, a very poignant time for me, and it was premiered by Paul Katz and Nicholas
Tolle on the New England Conservatory’s First Monday series in 2013. It is about ten minutes
long.
Q. Saint Elizabeth Bells is a deeply personal piece of music. Please share more of the
backstory with us!
The muse for this composition were the bell sounds of the Saint Elizabeth Cathedral in central
Budapest, which is named for Saint Elizabeth of Hungary, a Catholic saint who served the sick.
There is a hospital beside the cathedral called Saint Elizabeth Hospital, where my father spent
his last days. As he lay dying in his bed, his room facing the cathedral, he would have been
washed over and over by drifting and resonating bell sounds celebrating Easter, perhaps evoking
memories just beyond his reach.
Every phrase of the work’s trajectory comes out of the natural intervals of the bells as I misremember and imagine them. And the purest version—the part I composed first—comes at the
end. The piece is not mournful, instead it has a shimmering, delicate quality. It’s meditative,
coloristic, and non-linear in the way that dreams are … and the harmonies are spectral, floating
over the melodies and expanding the chords upwards into waves of atmospheric overtones. I was
trying to intuit through the closeness of our relationship what my dad’s experience was, so in a
way there is a mystery within Saint Elizabeth Bells.
Q. My last question for you, Kati—how did you connect with noexit?
They just found me! I believe that Tim heard a recording of the piece online and got in touch.
And I’m so excited that Chester Englander will be playing the cimbalom part! He’s is a brilliant
musician and known around the world for his artistry on a very difficult instrument that is rarely
heard in the U.S. I’ll be present for the concert on September 13th at Cleveland State University’s
Drinko Recital Hall. I can’t wait to meet everyone! Oh—and noexit will be making the first
professional recording of Saint Elizabeth Bells as part of their cimbalom collaboration with
Chester. All very exciting!
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noexit Personnel

Violinist Cara Tweed’s playing has been described as “dazzling” and “captivating”, finding
“nuance and character in every part of the phrase”. As a musician, she embraces the classical
canon but eagerly explores new music that spans a variety of genres. Cara is a founding member
of the Cleveland based chamber groups noexit and Almeda Trio and has performed in concert
halls throughout the United States and abroad.
After throwing a tantrum in a toy store because her mother would not buy her a Mickey Mouse
violin, Cara began studying the violin at age five at The Cleveland Institute of Music’s Sato
Center for Suzuki Studies. She holds degrees in violin performance from The Cleveland Institute
of Music and Cleveland State University and counts David Updegraff and Paul Kantor among her
most influential teachers.
Cara was the principal second violinist of the Opera Cleveland Orchestra from 2004-2010 and
has been a member of The Canton Symphony, City Music Cleveland, red {an orchestra} and
the Spoleto USA festival orchestra. She has performed as a violin soloist with The Cleveland
Philharmonic, Cleveland State University Orchestra, The Marion Philharmonic and Cleveland’s
Suburban Symphony.
An avid educator, Cara has maintained a private violin studio for over ten years. She has been on
the faculty of Cleveland State University, The Aurora School of Music and The Music Settlement.
Currently, Cara teaches at Laurel School in Shaker Heights, where she directs their Music
Academy. Cara also enjoys conducting and coaching chamber music and has given Master
Classes throughout the United States.
Cara lives in Cleveland Heights with her husband, Cellist Nicholas Diodore, and their young
sons.
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Violist James Rhodes is a sought after performer and music educator. He has performed in
concerts throughout the United States and Europe. He has studied with teachers Dr. David
Dalton (BYU), Dr. Minor Wetzel (Los Angeles Philharmonic), and Mark Jackobs (Cleveland
Orchestra, Cleveland Institute of Music). He holds a bachelor’s degree from Cal State Fullerton,
and a master’s degree in viola performance from the Cleveland Institute of Music. While
attending CIM, James received his Suzuki training with Kimberly Meier-Sims. He currently
preforms as a freelance violist and as a member of the Cleveland based BlueWater Chamber
Orchestra, and NoExit, Cleveland’s premier new music ensemble. James is a co-founder of
DadBand, a two-viola two-cello crossover string quartet. As a music educator, James has served
on the faculty of Timberline Middle School in Alpine, Utah where he directed the orchestra
program and he has also been a faculty member of The Cleveland Music School Settlement
where he taught viola/violin, and directed youth orchestras. He currently is the music director
at Hudson Montessori School in Hudson, Ohio where he directs the Conservatory of Music,
teaches Suzuki viola and violin, directs ensembles, coaches chamber music, and teaches
classroom music to students ages 3-14. He is the co-founder of the Western Reserve Chamber
Festival, also located in Hudson, Ohio. James enjoys sports, the outdoors, history, and spending
time with his wife Carrie, and their four children Rebecca, James, David, and Isaac.
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Cellist Nicholas Diodore was born in Marion, Indiana to a musical family and quickly established
a reputation as a very talented cellist. He won several competitions and was the recipient of
many awards before attending high school. He received his early musical instruction from
Geoffrey Lapin of the Indianapolis Symphony.
Mr. Diodore attended high school at Interlochen Arts Academy in Michigan. There, as a
student of Crispin Campbell, he excelled in the study of 20th century compositions as well as in
chamber music. During the time he spent there, Mr. Diodore was a prize winner at the Fischoff
International Chamber Music competition and the Grand Prize winner of the Downbeat Magazine
Chamber Music Competition. He graduated in 1995 with the highest honors in both music and
academics. In 1996 Mr. Diodore attended the Cleveland Institute of Music where he was a
student of Alan Harris. While at CIM he also studied with Merry Peckham of the Cavani Quartet
and with Richard Weiss, assistant principle cellist of the Cleveland Orchestra. He performed in
the master-classes of Paul Katz and Gary Hoffman.
Mr. Diodore participated in several well-known summer music festivals. He was one of the
youngest participants in the Quartet Program at Bucknell University. From 1996 to 1999 he
spent his summers at the Aspen Music Festival where he held third chair in the Aspen Chamber
Orchestra. In 2000 and 2001 he was accepted to participate in the Cayman Islands Music
Festival. Currently Mr. Diodore holds a faculty position at the Aurora School of Music and the
Cleveland Music School Settlement. In addition to maintaining a large private studio his duties
include regular performances of solo and chamber music. He also serves on the board of
directors of the Cleveland Cello Society.
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Pianist/composer Nicholas Underhill holds a Masters Degree in Piano from the New England
Conservatory of Music. His teachers include Konrad Wolff, Katja Andy, Edmund Battersby and
Russell Sherman. Well known in Boston, New York City and Cleveland as a champion of new
music for the piano, he has performed solo recitals in Carnegie Recital Hall, Weill Recital Hall
and Merkin Concert Hall. He was featured in the prestigious Dame Myra Hess Memorial concerts
in Chicago in 1991. His collaborative recitals include programs with his wife, Mary Kay Fink. He
has taught piano at Mount Union College and Hiram College, and has performed on numerous
occasions with the Cleveland Ballet Orchestra, the Cleveland Chamber Symphony and the
Cleveland Chamber Collective.
As a composer, Underhill’s music has been performed by the Cleveland Orchestra, the Ohio
Music Teachers Association, The Fortnightly Musical Club, The Cleveland Flute Society, The
Gramercy Trio, Cleveland Orchestra players Mary Kay Fink, Takako Masame, Lisa Boyko,
Richard King, and pianist Randall Hodgkinson.
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Flutist Sean Gabriel earned performance degrees from the Baldwin Wallace Conservatory of
Music and the Indiana University School of Music, his principal teachers being William Hebert
and James Pellerite. Sean began his performing career in the 1980s with the Ohio Chamber
Orchestra and the Cleveland Ballet Orchestra. Currently, Mr. Gabriel is the principal flutist of the
Blue Water Chamber Orchestra and the Cleveland Chamber Symphony. With the latter group,
Mr. Gabriel has participated in dozens of world-premiere performances and recordings including
a Grammy Award-winning recording of Olivier Messiaen’s Oiseaux Exotiques featuring pianist,
Angelin Chang. Mr. Gabriel also recorded founding music director, Edwin London’s work entitled
Scenes for Flute and Orchestra. Other composers that have written works for Sean Gabriel
include: Matthew Greenbaum, Eric Ziolek, JingJing Luo, Loris Chobanian and Greg D’Alessio.
Sean is proud to be a member of the No Exit ensemble, furthering the promotion of new music in
the Cleveland area and beyond.
Mr. Gabriel serves on the music faculties of the Baldwin Wallace Conservatory and the Cleveland
State University, where he is a frequent recitalist in both solo and chamber music programs
and has been a soloist with both university’s major ensembles. He enjoys bringing rarely heard
repertoire to the concert stage and has been an eager supporter of local composers in premiering
new works.
Along with his interest in contemporary music, Sean Gabriel has been an active performer of
early music, having a long time association with the Baldwin Wallace University Bach Festivals
and Riemenschneider Bach Institute, where he has presented a series of recitals featuring the
complete flute sonatas of J.S. Bach. Mr. Gabriel is also a member of the Maud Powell Society for
Music Education and has given lectures on music history at Cleveland-area high schools.
Sean Gabriel has been a member of the Erie Philharmonic Orchestra for over two decades
and served as principal flute of the Opera Cleveland Orchestra from 2002 to 2010. He has also
performed with the Akron Symphony, Lyric Opera Cleveland and Cleveland Pops Orchestra.
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Clarinetist Gunnar Owen Hirthe, a Wisconsin native is an active performer of contemporary
and classical clarinet music. As clarinet soloist for the noexit New Music Ensemble, he regularly
premiers new works for solo clarinet and chamber ensemble by local and internationally
acclaimed composers. Gunnar is also Adjunct Instructor of Clarinet at the College of Wooster in
Ohio, where he maintains a studio of both music education and non-music majors, and just had
the privilege of performing Scott McAllister’s X Concerto for Clarinet, Strings & Piano (1996) with
the Wooster Symphony Orchestra.
Gunnar has had the privilege to perform with professional chamber, wind, orchestral and faculty
ensembles throughout the Midwest; with Arlo Guthrie at Carnegie Hall in New York; with Andrea
Bocelli and the Cleveland Pops; and to collaborate with such contemporary classical composers
as: Keith Fitch, Andrew Rindfleisch, David Lang, Steven Stucky, Sean Shepherd, Nils Vigelund,
Michael Quell, Greg D’Allesio, Kieran McMillan, Amy Williams, Roger Zahab, Mikel Kuehn, John
McCowen, Hong-Da Chin, Christopher Goddard, Christopher Stark and Dai Fujikura (to name
a few). He was also a soloist with the Green Bay Youth Symphony, The Ohio State University
Symphony Orchestra in Columbus, the Suburban Symphony Orchestra in Cleveland, and the
Pittsburgh New Music Ensemble.
A doctoral candidate at Bowling Green State University's Doctoral Program in Contemporary
Music under the mentorship of Mr. Kevin W. Schempf, Gunnar is currently working on his
dissertation titled Identity in the Clarinet Music of Michael Finnissy and Evan Ziporyn. This
research aims to bring further understanding to the world of music inspired by cultures other
than what we experience in the Western art music tradition and what these intersections mean to
these composers, the performer and their audiences. BGSU’s distinguished doctoral program is
focused on the artistic specialization of music from the 20th and 21st centuries from traditional to
experimental and avant-garde to electronic.
Gunnar has taught individuals from beginners to retirees and music students from elementary to
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college. During his time at the Cleveland Institute of Music, he performed and taught individual
and group lessons via high-def internet connection to various venues throughout the United
States as part of their nationally recognized Distance Learning Program. While at The Ohio State
and Bowling Green State Universities, Gunnar was a teaching assistant for the clarinet studios,
teaching applied clarinet to music majors and non-majors of all levels and coaching woodwind
chamber ensembles. He spent much of his doctorate as a teaching assistant for Exploring Music:
A Social Experience, where the focus centers on connecting non-musicians with the sounds
and music they encounter everyday and providing a perspective to understand music in a social
context both historically and currently.
He has earned Bachelor’s Degrees in Music Education and Performance from the University of
Kentucky with Dr. Scott J. Wright; a Master’s Degree in Music Performance from The Ohio State
University with Mr. James M. Pyne; and has a Professional Studies Diploma from the Cleveland
Institute of Music where he studied with world-renowned clarinetist and former Principal
Clarinetist of the Cleveland Orchestra, Mr. Franklin Cohen.
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Percussionist Luke Rinderknecht has performed as percussion soloist with The Cleveland
Orchestra (Paul Creston’s Concerto for Marimba), CityMusic Cleveland (Avner Dorman’s Uzu and
Muzu from Kakaruzu), and the Cleveland Youth Wind Symphony (James Basta’s Concerto for
Marimba). Equally at home in chamber music and orchestral settings, he has premiered dozens
of new works with the New Juilliard Ensemble, Metropolis Ensemble, and in recital. He was
recently appointed principal percussion of CityMusic and is excited to join noexit, Cleveland’s new
music ensemble. Last season he appeared with Alarm Will Sound, Ensemble ACJW, Metropolis
Ensemble, Glank, the Cleveland Orchestra, the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, and the West
Virginia Symphony. In previous seasons he has also appeared with the Metropolitan Opera, Qatar
Philharmonic, Dirty Projectors, Festival Chamber Music, St. Luke’s Chamber Orchestra, Virginia
Symphony, and in the pit of Broadway’s Legally Blonde.
He can be heard with The Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra on their double Grammy award-winning
recording of John Corigliano’s Mr. Tambourine Man, as well as with The Knights on three albums
from Sony Classical. He completed Bachelor and Master of Music degrees at Juilliard, where he
studied with Daniel Druckman, Gordon Gottlieb, and Greg Zuber, and received the Peter Mennin
Prize for outstanding achievement and leadership in music. In the summers he is a faculty artist
at the Bowdoin International Music Festival in Brunswick, Maine, and has also performed at the
Marlboro, Castleton, Verbier, Barbican Blaze, BBC Proms, and Seoul Drum festivals. Luke grew
up in Shaker Heights and is delighted to call the Lomond neighborhood home once again.
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Artistic director/composer and Cleveland native, Timothy Beyer has been active as both a
composer and performer in an eclectic range of musical mediums. He has composed for a
variety of concert music genres, has scored for film, dance, and has produced many works in the
electronic music idiom, which have garnered him acclaim. As a performer, he was the
founding member and trombonist of Cleveland’s innovative Jamaican jazz band Pressure Drop.
He received his Masters of Music degree in music composition from Cleveland State University.
Mr. Beyer’s music has been performed throughout the U.S. and Europe by artists such
as clarinetist Pat O’Keefe, flutists Carlton Vickers and Sean Gabriel, cellists David Russell and
Craig Hultgren, pianist Jenny Lin and contemporary music ensembles Zeitgeist, the Verge
Ensemble, the Cleveland Chamber Collective and the Cleveland Chamber Symphony. His
works have also been featured at the Aki Festival and the Utah Arts Festival in addition to many
radio broadcasts throughout the country. He is currently working on several recording projects
including a vocal/electronic collaboration with composer Andrew Rindfleisch, and a CD project
featuring his “Amputate” series of electroacoustic works.
The Washington Post has declared Timothy Beyerʼs music to be “as much poetry as it was
music”. – Stephen Brookes [ The Washington Post, Apr. 2011]
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Associate director/composer James Praznik is a composer, conductor, and pianist whose work
has garnered acclaim among his peers as well as audiences. As a composer of highly expressive
music, James has composed music for concerts, stage productions and commercial videogames.
He has participated in the Interlochen Composer’s Institute and the Cleveland State Composer’s
Recording Institute, and received honors such as the University of Akron Outstanding Composer
Award on two occasions the University of Akron Outstanding Pianist Award, and the Bain Murray
Award for Music.
James has been a guest composer, arranger, pianist and conductor for the “Monsterpianos!”
concerts in Akron, Ohio, and through the Cleveland Contemporary Players workshops he
received recordings of his pieces made by some of today’s leading virtuosi. He has been
commissioned by the new music ensemble “noexit”, and NASA in conjunction with the Cleveland
Ingenuity Festival. His music has been performed at E.J. Thomas Hall, Cleveland State
University, The University of Akron, The Cleveland Museum of Contemporary Art, The Cleveland
Ingenuity Festival, Brandeis University and Wellesley College. As a pianist and a proponent of
other composers’ music, James has performed on The Ohio State University new music concerts,
the Kentucky New Music Festival electro‐acoustic concerts, and as a member of the Akron New
Music Ensemble. He is an associate director of “noexit”, a Cleveland based new music ensemble,
and is an original member of “Duo Approximate”, a group that performs live soundtracks to silent
films. Recently James created sound effects for the film “Shockwaves” by media artist Kasumi.
He holds a bachelor’s degree in composition and theory from the University of Akron where he
studied compostion with Daniel McCarthy and Nikola Resanovic (as well as piano under Philip
Thomson) , and has recently received a master’s degree in composition at Cleveland State
University where he studied with Andrew Rindfleisch and Greg D’Alessio. Currently James is
aPhD canidate at Brandeis University where he studies with Eric Chasalow, David Rakowski and
Yu-Hui Chang.
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Art director Edwin Wade is a modernist printmaker and painter. Edwin designs all the print and
web materials and is responsible for the visual aesthetic of noexit. An avid Mid-Century Modern
collector Mr. Wade lives with his wife Mary, son Jackson and their dog Pablo in Pepper Pike.
Edwin’s work has been featured on HGTV’s Design Star and NBC’s Extreme Home Builders.
His work can be found on Etsy, Minted and Just Modern Home Decor in Palm Springs, CA
https://www.etsy.com/shop/EdwinWade
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Act one begins

Beck Center for the Arts

... WITH INVESTMENT BY CUYAHOGA ARTS & CULTURE
Cuyahoga Arts & Culture (CAC) uses public dollars
approved by you to bring arts and culture to every
corner of our County. From grade schools to senior
centers to large public events and investments to
small neighborhood art projects and educational
outreach, we are leveraging your investment for
everyone to experience.

Your Investment:
Strengthening Community
Visit cacgrants.org/impact to learn more.
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noexit

The best way to let us know that you like what we’re doing
is with your generous support.
is a 501(c)(3) organization so any donation that you make is tax deductible.
Please visit our website to donate and stay informed

noexitnewmusic.com

noexitnewmusic

All NoExit ensemble and individual photographs are courtesy of
Steven Mastroianni / stevenmastroianni.com
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ubin (b.1983)
Upcoming Events
Strings!
For November’s series of concerts, NoExit’s string players - Cara, Nick and James - will be joined
by the renowned violinist Mari Sato to perform music for string quartet.
WOLFS Gallery- Friday, November 1, at 7pm
SPACES- Friday, November 8, at 8pm
Kent State University- Friday, November 15, at 7:30pm

Special Guests Zeitgeist
Please join NoExit in January as they welcome back to Cleveland their longtime collaborators,
Zeitgeist (from Saint Paul, MN.). Whenever these two ensembles share a stage, something
wonderful happens!
Kent State University- Thursday, Jan 16, 2020 at 7:30pm
Bop Stop- Friday, January 17, 2020 at 8pm
Heights Arts- Saturday, January 18, 2020 at 7pm
TBA- Sunday, January 19, 2020

NoExit presented by Chagrin Arts
Don’t miss our inaugural concert in the Falls. This will be a one-time only performance.
Federated Church- Sunday, March 15, 2020 at 3pm

NoExit Presents Transient Canvas
The Boston-based bass clarinet and marimba duo has been thrilling audiences with their
innovative performances. Appletree Book’s intimate setting is the perfect way to experience this
amazing twosome!
Appletree Books- Fri, March 20, 2020 at 7pm
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ubin (b.1983)
Upcoming Events
NEOSonicFest
noExit is proud to once again be a part of this phenomenal festival. The ensemble will be
reaching into their archives to perform some old favorites along with a few new tricks.
Heights Arts- Friday, April 3, 2020 at 7pm

Chester Englander joins NoExit ……Again
Cimbalom virtuoso Chester Englander joins the ensemble for the second installment of this
extraordinary collaboration. This will be an exhilarating evening of brand-new world premiere
music!
Heights Arts-- Friday, May 15, 2020 at 7pm
Bop Stop- Saturday May 16 2020 at 8pm
Wolfs Gallery- TBA

For more information please visit noexitnewmusic.com or facebook.com/noexitnewmusic
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noexit would like to thank
Our fans and supporters
SPACES
Jasmine Golphin
Christina Vassallo
Heights Arts
Rachel Bernstein
Cleveland State University
David Yost
Andrew Rindfleisch

Cuyahoga Arts and Culture, The Amphion Foundation and The Bascom Little Fund
for their generous support which helped make this concert series possible.
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